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INTRODUCTION
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute’s response to the 2014 American Helicopter Society’s graduate student
design competition is the Emperor, an unmanned, tandem, ducted fan VTOL aircraft with a low drag
profile, efficient wing, and pusher propeller for high speed flight. The Emperor uses innovative
technology to achieve a hover efficiency of 0.96*, a target payload fraction of 12.5%, a maximum range
of 1,743 nautical miles, and speeds up to 343 knots. The design, reminiscent of the shape of an
Emperor penguin, is an aircraft that exceeds the expectations set forth in the X-VTOL request for
proposal (RFP).

REQUIREMENTS AND DESIGN
The RFP specifies that the vehicle must achieve a lift-to-drag ratio greater than ten, a sustainable dash
speed between 300 and 400 knots at the cruise altitude, a useful load fraction no less than 40%, a
payload fraction of at least 12.5%, a hover power less than 125% of the ideal power, and a structure
which can tolerate -0.5G to +2.0G loads. The aircraft must also be scalable in the range of 4,000 to 24,000
pounds. Several potential concepts were envisioned and given weighted scores in a decision marix
based on their ability to meet the requirements. A tandem, ducted fan configuration scored the highest
and was further developed into the Emperor. The Emperor employs counter-rotating ducted fans to
provide efficient hover capability. Ducted fans are capable of higher power loadings than open rotors,
leading to increased efficiency in hover and a compact design. The duct covers are closed during
forward flight to create a clean, aerodynamic body that mitigates drag. Aerodynamic analysis was done
using Ducted Fan Design Code, FLIGHTLAB, and custom algorithms. An optimum configuration was
designed to be able to meet or exceed all of the requirements listed in the RFP.

*Hover efficiency defined relative to ducted fan ideal power
Source: Pereira, Hover and Wind-Tunnel Testing of Shrouded Rotors for Improved Micro Air Vehicle Design, 2008
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VEHICLE SYSTEMS OVERVIEW
Fan covers for high speed
forward flight

Composite cruciform tail

Wing for high speed
forward flight

Highly efficient composite
Hartzell propeller

Low drag composite
fuselage

Inlet duct for engine intake

Payload bay

Optimized ducted fan for
efficient VTOL capabilities
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ORTHOGRAPHIC DRAWINGS

15.7 ft
6.0 ft

42.0 ft
14.4 ft

50.0 ft
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MISSION PROFILE AND PERFORMANCE
The Emperor accomplishes the mission set forth in the RFP better than any current production aircraft.
Compared to other helicopters in the same weight class, such as the Westland Lynx, the Emperor has a much
higher cruise lift-to-drag ratio (13.4), top speed (343 knots), hover efficiency (0.96), and maximum range (1,743
nautical miles). For aircraft that lack VTOL capability, such as the Beechcraft King Air 250, range (1,610 nautical
miles) is comparable. It can be seen that the Emperor has a relatively compact design compared to other aircraft
in the same weight class. Although smaller than the Lynx’s main rotor, the Emperor’s ducted fans achieve
efficient hover performance because of the additional thrust generated from the ducts.

Beechcraft King Air 250
MTOW = 12,500 lbs

The Emperor
MTOW = 12,000 lbs

Westland Lynx
MTOW = 11,750

Performance of the standardized flight profile was calculated using Ducted Fan Design Code and in house trim
procedures.
Mission Segment

Time (min)

Speed (kts)

Distance (nmi)

Fuel Burn (lbs)

Start-up/Warm-up/Taxi

10

0

0

4.32

HOGE Takeoff

1

0

0

14.50

Climb

8.75

142-186

24.12

121.68

Cruise Out 1

169.3

268

865.51

1,327.30

Cruise Out 2

15

343

85.75

217.77

14.5

186-142

38.55

11.11

15

0

0

217.57

8.75

142-186

24.12

121.68

Cruise In 1

15

343

85.75

217.77

Cruise In 2

169.3

268

865.51

1,327.30

Descend

14.5

186-142

38.55

11.11

HOGE Land

1

0

0

14.50

Shutdown/Taxi

5

0

0

21.59

447.1

-

1,801

3,628.2

Descend
Mid Mission Hover
Climb

Totals
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VEHICLE METRICS AND PAYLOAD CAPABILITY
Metrics
Payload Fraction

0.125

Useful Load Fraction

0.440

Max Speed (Dash)

343 kts

Cruise Speed

268 kts

Cruise Altitude

18,000 feet

Max L/D

13.4 at 268 kts

Dash L/D

12.0 at 343 kts

Max Takeoff Weight

12,000 lbs

Range

1,801 nmi

Service Ceiling

36,000 ft

The Emperor is capable of carrying a wide
variety of payloads including advanced
avionics, electronic weapons systems,
missiles, and surveillance equipment.
Loading doors beneath the wings allow
for easy access and storage of the payload
which can be delivered to remote
distances in minimal time. Due to its
ability to rapidly deliver payload, the
Emperor excels at missions requiring
immediate response and resupplying
tactical ground units. The service ceiling
of the Emperor (29,300 feet) is substantially
higher than a typical helicopter (e.g.
service ceiling of UH-60 is roughly 19,000
feet) due to its high cruise lift-to-drag
ratio (13.4) and engine power (2,921
horsepower at sea level).
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DESIGN PROCESS
Preliminary
Design

Requirements
Analysis

Configuration
Selection

Preliminary
Sizing

Modeling and
Analysis:
FLIGHTLAB,
DFDC

Iterative
Design
Process
Mission
Performance
Analysis

Intermediate
Design

Weight and
Drag
Reduction

Final
Design

Refined
Aerodynamic
Analysis

Structural
Analysis
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DUCTED FAN
Ducted fans allow for a power loading superior to an open rotor of the same radius. The fan
pulls air over the large inlet, causing suction and generating additional thrust. If similar ducted
and open rotors are operating at the same power, the ducted fan will produce more thrust.
Consequently, a ducted fan uses less power than an open rotor to produce the same thrust.
Even with the much smaller radius of the fans, 6.94 lbs/HP is achieved in hover, nearly on par
with conventional helicopters (6-10 lb/hp). Ducted Fan Design Code (DFDC) was used to design
a highly efficient fan and duct system. DFDC optimized the twist and chord distribution of the
blades, resulting in nearly uniform inflow. The duct becomes more efficient as the expansion
ratio increases above 1 (compared to 0.5 for an open rotor). The duct shape was also optimized
to have an expansion ratio of 1.11.

Ducted Fan Specifications
Rotor Radius

5.59 ft

Inlet Outer Radius

7.22 ft

Duct Depth

5.78 ft

Number of Blades
Blade Twist

4
-58˚

Airfoil

SC1094-R8

Solidity

.2267

Hover Power Required
Hover Power Loading
Figure of Merit

1,728 HP
6.94 lbs/HP
0.96

Duct Expansion Ratio

1.11 (Aexit/Afan)

Fan / Duct Thrust Sharing

42.7% / 57.3%

Fan Only Disk Loading

26.1 lbs/ft2

Blade Loading

115.1 lbs/ft2

Maximum Thrust
RPM

6,505 lbs

Top View of Blade

1,050

Front View of Blade
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DUCTED FAN LIFT SYSTEM
The 2 ducted fans operate at a fixed RPM and use collective pitch to vary thrust. The pusher
propeller is permanently coupled to the main gearbox. The propeller can be feathered to achieve
zero thrust for hovering. To make the aircraft as compact as possible, the fuselage was designed
around the ducted fans such that the overall nose-to-tail length of the aircraft was minimal. The
tandem configuration results in a smaller fuselage footprint than a side-by-side configuration.
Covers over the tops of the ducts can be closed to provide an aerodynamically smooth fuselage
in high speed flight, eliminating hub and rotor drag. A torque balance is achieved through
contrarotation of the two rotors. Each blade is made from carbon composites to reduce weight
while the hub is made of lightweight aluminum alloys. Inside each hub is an electro-hydrostatic
Actuator which moves a piston linkage to change collective pitch.

Nose

An fuselage sizing algorithm was
employed to create the most compact
fuselage/fan arrangement possible
Fan blade pitch actuation mechanism

Collective Pitch
(rotor thrust,
pitch)

Duct
Thrust

Control Vanes
(yaw, roll)
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HOVER CONTROL SYSTEM
The collective pitch of each rotor can be altered independently for strong pitch control authority. Vanes beneath
each fan can be deflected in tandem with changes to collective pitch to control roll, pitch, and yaw. There are
four possible control inputs: collective (front + rear) fan pitch, differential (opposite direction) fan pitch,
collective (front + rear, same direction) vane deflection, and differential (front opposite direction as rear) vane
deflection. There are couplings in the response to different inputs, however, much like a standard helicopter, the
4 control inputs allow for complete control of pitch and roll.
Collective fan pitch:
Front and rear fans both increase blade pitch
Induces vertical force

Differential fan pitch:
Front fan increases blade pitch,
rear fan decreases blade pitch
Induces pitching moment

Collective vane deflection:
All vanes deflect in the same direction
Induces rolling moment

Differential vane deflection:
Front vanes deflect in opposite direction as rear vanes
Induces yaw moment
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WING AND PROPELLER
A Hartzell Inc. composite propeller with efficiencies up to 0.86 was chosen for the aircraft.
Propeller performance maps obtained from Hartzell were used to analyze the propeller
performance during transition, cruise, and dash. This data was used for analysis of the cruise
and dash segments.
Similar to most fixed wing aircraft not flying at transonic speeds, unswept wings are employed.
Having unswept wings reduces the structural weight, and decreases spanwise flow. Double
slotted flaps allow for transition at speeds as low as 78 knots. Ailerons are used in conjunction
with the horizontal stabilator and rudder to provide a traditional forward flight control system.

Propeller Specifications
Max Efficiency

0.86

Max Thrust

3,960 lbs

Weight (Including Hub)
Number of Blades

333 lbs
5

Diameter

9.27 ft

4.63 ft
Aileron

Wing Specifications
Airfoil
Wing Span
Sweep
Wing Incidence
Wing Planform Area

15.7 ft

NACA 23012
50 ft
0˚
2˚ Nose Up
258.6 ft2

Double
slotted
flaps

Unswept
MAC
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FORWARD FLIGHT
Fuselage Drag
Wing Drag
Tail Drag
Total drag

Drag, lbs

1500

1000
Engine
power limit

500

0
100

150

200
250
Airspeed, knots

300

The Emperor operates much like traditional fixed-wing
aircraft in forward flight, utilizing ailerons, a stabilator, a
rudder, and a constant speed propeller. As with most other
fixed wing aircraft designed to fly below transonic speeds,
the Emperor employs unswept wings, which reduce the
structural weight and have low spanwise flow. The wing
is inclined 2° relative to the fuselage to allow the wing to
produce the required lift while keeping the fuselage angle
of attack, and thus drag, low. Closing the duct covers in
forward flight reduces hub drag, allowing a top speed of
343 knots.

350
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Forward Flight Metrics, 18,000 ft
Airspeed

268 kts (cruise)

300 kts

343 kts
(max)

Lift to drag ratio

13
12

Power
required

1058 hp

1310 hp

1867 hp
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Drag

893 lbs

993 lbs

1242 lbs

L/D

13.4

12

9.6

Propulsive
Efficiency

0.86

0.84

0.82

10
9
8
100

150

200
250
Airspeed, knots

300

350

Stabilator
(pitch)

Ailerons (roll)

Rudder
(yaw)

Flaps (lift)

Propeller Pitch
(forward thrust)
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PROPULSION SYSTEM AND ACTUATORS
Secondary Gear
System

Planetary Gear
System

Engine Inlet Duct

Pusher
Propeller
Rear Rotor

PW 127TS
Turboshaft Engine

Electro-Hydrostatic
Actuator

Front Rotor

The Emperor drive train assembly encompasses one primary gearbox above the
engine for RPM reduction, two secondary gearboxes for further reduction above
each ducted fan, and one additional shaft for the pusher propeller at the rear of the
aircraft. An inlet duct draws air from the from the front of the aircraft to the engine
inlet. Aligning the gear train along the center of the aircraft reduces the overall
weight and complexity of the system. Lightweight electro-hydrostatic actuators are
used to extend the landing gear, deploy the wing flaps during transition, deflect the
ailerons, open and retract the duct covers, adjust the stabilator deflection, and
maneuver the control vanes in helicopter mode.
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POWERPLANT
After reviewing a wide range of available engines, the Pratt and Whitney PW 127TS
turboshaft engine was selected based on the overall power needed during the
transition and dash segments. Engine cycle analysis was done in conjunction with
drag calculations to determine cruise speed, dash speed, and the optimum altitude
for the cruise and dash mission segments. Power specific fuel consumption (PSFC),
power available, and propeller thrust were also evaluated. PSFC is calculated for
each segment of the mission to accurately determine the overall fuel burn.
Calculations were made across the altitude range based on engine cycle analysis and
sea level values supplied by the engine manufacturer.
Engine Specifications
Engine

PW 127TS

PSFC

0.489 (SL)

Maximum Continuous Power
Output RPM

2,921 hp (SL)
20,000

Length

64 in

Width

27 in

Height

32 in

Dry Weight

689 lbs

PW 127TS
Transition, duct closes
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AIRCRAFT STRUCTURE
According to the RFP, the aircraft must be able to withstand +2.0G maneuvers in all flight
conditions. To meet the structural demands, a robust carbon fiber composite main rib runs along
the entire fuselage to which all critical components are attached, including the composite fan
ducts, engine, rotor nacelles, and gearboxes. The wing box consists of two spars, and many ribs
and stringers to bear the aerodynamic loads in forward flight. The fuselage, in addition to the
main rib, contains bulkheads which fit along the inside of the skin to bear aerodynamic forces.
The structural design was verified using ABAQUS finite element analysis. A V-N diagram
showing the allowable G-loads throughout the flight envelope is shown below. The structure
can withstand loads above +2.0G during gusts, a requirement specified in civilian aircraft
regulations.

Carbon Fiber Composite Main Rib Finite Element Analysis.
V-N diagram showing the aircraft flight
envelope boundaries.
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AIRCRAFT WEIGHT
The center of gravity location is 1.75 feet aft of the aircraft’s center. The center of gravity can be shifted during
the mission by redistributing fuel between the nose fuel tanks and the fuel tanks in the wings. For the fully
loaded condition of 12,000 pounds, there are 720 pounds of fuel in the nose. Adding this amount of fuel to the
nose not only increases the useful load fraction above 40%, but it also extends the aircraft’s range. Heavy use of
composites in the fuselage, wings, drive shafts, tail, and fan ducts results in major weight reduction.

Complete Weight Breakdown (lbs)
Front Rotor Blades (1)

165

Rear Rotor Blades (2)

165

Fuselage and Wings (3)

2,544

Pusher Propeller (4)

120

Nose Landing Gear (5)

115

Rear Landing Gear (6)

170

Empennage (7)

156

Primary Gearbox (8)

281

Secondary Gearbox 1 (9)

110

Secondary Gearbox 2 (10)

110

Fuel in Wings (11)

3,065

Payload (12)

1,500

Engine (13)

854

Fuel in Nose (14)

720

Avionics (15)

120

Electrical (16)

549

Actuators (17)

287

Flight Controls (18)

168

Drive Shafts (19)

70

Fuel System 1 (20)

153

Fuel System 2 (21)

37

Front Fan Hub (22)

164

Rear Fan Hub (23)

164

Pusher Propeller Hub (24)

213

Total

Percentage of Gross Weight

Other Empty Weight
17.4%
Fuel
31.5%

Ducted Fans
5.5%

Fuselage and Wings
21.2%
Payload
12.5%
Powerplant
11.9%

12,000

Locations of component mass centers. Relative weight is shown by the size of each circle.
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TRANSITION
High lift, double-slotted, flaps are deployed during transition at speeds as low as 78
knots. Transitioning early allows the Emperor to avoid high drag associated with
flow through the open ducts. Instead, the Emperor can close the duct covers, creating
an aerodynamically smooth fuselage. Strong pitching moments encountered just
prior to transition are counteracted by using differential thrust between the front
and rear fans. The sizable horizontal stabilator also provides additional control
authority. A smooth transition is achieved by scheduling the aircraft pitch attitude
so that by the time the doors close, the aircraft pitch attitude is already where it
needs to be for forward flight. The vehicle is capable of transition anywhere from 78
– 100 knots

3000

Wings
Ducted Fans in Fuselage

100

2000
Power (hp)

Lift Share (%)

150

Transition

50
0
-50
0

Transition

1000
0

20

40
60
Velocity (kts)

80

Low Speed lift Sharing

100

-1000
0

Required Power
Availiable Power
Excess Power
20

40
60
Velocity (kts)

80

Low Speed power required

100
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STABILITY AND CONTROL USING FLIGHTLAB
The vehicle was modeled in the FLIGHTLAB modeling environment. A linearized models of the vehicle in hover
and forward flight were extracted from FLIGHTLAB. A stability augmentation system was designed based on
the principles of state feedback control to improve the dynamic response in hover and forward flight. Shown
Below, desired damping ratios and frequencies of the phugoid and spiral modes were determined based on
ADS-33 handling qualities specifications for pitch/roll oscillations in hover and low-speed. The closed-loop
response demonstrates good stability characteristics.

Control System Off

Control System On

Open Loop Root Locus (Unstable)

Closed Loop Root Locus (Stable)

Unstable

Unstable

Stable

Stable

Open Loop Root Response (Unstable)

Closed Loop Response (Stable)
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SCALABILITY
In order to validate the scalability of this design, preliminary sizing of the aircraft was done at the largest (24,000
lbs) and smallest (4,000 lbs) gross weights. For the scaled versions, rotor size was determined from BEMT and
the wings and tail from forward flight analysis done at similar altitude and cruise speeds as the original design.
Analysis shows that the Emperor can meet RFP requirements at both ends of the weight range. The 4,000 pound
version would use a Honeywell HTS900-2 engine and a Hartzell HC-E5A-2 propeller while the 24,000 pound
version would require two GE CT7 engines and two Hartzell HC-D4N-3C propellers.

4,000 lbs

12,000 lbs

24,000 lbs

40 ft

50 ft

67 ft

Scaled Aircraft Parameters
MTOW (lbs)

4,000

12,000

24,000

Fuselage Width (ft)

8

15.0

19.7

Fuselage Length (ft)

23.5

44

57.7

Duct Radius (ft)

3.1

5.8

7.6

Wing Span (ft)

40

50

67

Reference Area (ft2)

154

258.6

387

Transition speeds for the two scaled versions is
highly dependent on thrust sharing between the
ducted fans and the wings. The wings must be able
to generate a significant amount of the lift at speeds
near transition (60-100 knots) in order to avoid
separated flow at the duct inlet. The 24,000 pound
version has a duct radius of 7.6 feet, which is near
some of the largest current ducted fans.
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SUMMARY
The
Emperor
meets
all
RFP
requirements and exceeds them in
several key categories. The aircraft’s
forward flight speed surpasses any
current production helicopter while
maintaining high useful load and
payload fractions. The tandem ducted
rotors, built compactly into the
fuselage,
offer
superior
hover
efficiency. The aircraft can withstand
high G maneuvers in all flight
conditions and has been shown to be
scalable down to 4,000 pounds and
up to 24,000 pounds. Such an aircraft
represents the pinnacle of integrating
VTOL capability and high speed
flight.

RFP Compliance
Specification

RFP Requirement

The Emperor

≥ 10.0

13.4 at 268 kts

300 to 400 kts

343 kts

Gross Weight

10,000 to 12,000 lbs

12,000 lbs

Vertical Load
Factor

-0.5 to +2.0G

Satisfied

≥ 0.80

0.96

Useful Load
Fraction

≥ 40.0%

44.0%

Payload Fraction

≥ 12.5%

12.5%

4,000 to 24,000 lbs

Satisfied

Max L/D
Maximum Speed

Hover Efficiency

Scalability
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